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Introduction  

An individual’s preferences regarding taxation may be derived from a number of sources such as the 

distance between his income and the average income1 or notions of social justice. A further 

particularly salient source is that presented by Alesina and Rodrik 2. Individuals, they argue, are 

endowed with labour, capital, or most likely a mixture of the two, whilst governments make 

productive investments financed by a tax on capital. The basic result of their model is that an 

individual who derives all of his income from capital will prefer the tax rate that maximizes the 

economy’s growth rate, whereas anyone who earns even part of his income by selling his labour will 

prefer a lower tax rate and a correspondingly lower growth rate.3 To this insight I would like to add 

another: that the presence of a large informal economy will affect the preferences for taxation of both 

capitalists and wage earners.  

 

The directional influence that a large informal economy will have on preferences for taxation is not 

discernable a priori. This is because the true nature of the key mechanism by which the informal 

economy affects preferences for taxation, namely the interaction between the informal and formal 

economy, is disputed. This essay analyses two major lines of thought on how the informal economy 

interacts with the formal economy. Dualists argue that the informal economy is a separate marginal 

sector not linked to the formal sector in any significant way. Structuralists on the other hand maintain 

that both the informal and formal economy are part of the same capitalist spectrum.4 This essay does 

not assert the primacy of either of these views. Rather, within the stylized model presented by Alesina 

and Rodrik with the additional assumption of a large informal economy, I seek to emphasize that 

preferences over taxation will vary according to whether the true nature of the informal sector is 

closest to the dualist or structuralist tradition, thus reaffirming the importance of the debate. 

Arguments and examples are drawn largely from the literature surrounding the informal economy of 

Latin America as the extent of the informal economy in that region is such that it is impossible to 

ignore in terms of policy making and preferences over policy5. Additionally a particularly rich vein of 

scholarship has emerged in relation to the Latin American informal economy.  

 

Distributive Politics and Economic Growth 

In the Alesina and Rodrik model (“the AR model”) labour and capital are the primary factors of 

production, and capital is interpreted broadly to include human capital. Private production requires 

the provision of public services. Thus the government plays a constructive part in production by 

providing the public goods necessary for economic activity to occur. These productive investments are 

financed by a tax on capital.  The effect of the tax on owners of capital is twofold: firstly, insofar as the 

tax is used to make productivity enhancing investments by the government, return on capital 

increases. On the other hand it reduces the net return to capital investments thus dis-incentivizing 

capital accumulation.  For small tax rates the productivity effect is dominant, and for higher rates the 
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net return reducing effect is dominant. The higher is the after tax return to capital, the higher the 

economy’s growth rate. For wage earners the effect is similarly dualistic: firstly the tax on capital 

increases the wage level as productive investments increase worker productivity. On the other hand 

wage growth slows due to the lower rate of capital accumulation that is the effect of lower net returns 

to capital.6  

 

As regards preferences for taxation the following conclusions are drawn. The “pure capitalist”, i.e. one 

who earns all of his income from capital, prefers the tax rate which maximizes capital accumulation i.e. 

the growth maximizing tax rate (“GMTR”). Anyone with even a small amount of labour income will 

prefer a tax rate above the GMTR. This is because although a higher tax rate will have second order 

effects that slow the rate of wage growth as noted above, the first order effect is that the higher rate 

increases investments in productivity and thus increases labour income. This occurs at the expense of 

the growth of aggregate income.7  

 

The Informal Economy and Preferences for Taxation 

How to define the informal sector has been the subject of much academic discussion. Some see the 

primary distinction between the formal and informal economy as a difference between being wage 

earning as opposed to self-employed.8 Others focus on the type of economic activity undertaken (low 

barriers to entry etc.).9 This essay does not argue in favour of a precise definition, but rather examines 

the consequences for preferences over taxation policies that stem from two differing conceptions of 

how the informal economy interacts with the formal economy. The key feature that runs through both 

conceptions is that the informal sector is unregulated and exists outside the formal tax structures of 

the state. Within the AR model I further interpret this feature to mean that informal sector businesses 

and workers are excluded from the productivity enhancing investments made by the government.10 

 

Dualism 

Early expressions of dualism stressed the marginalization of Latin American workers in the informal 

economy which is estimated to represent 55% of the non-agricultural workforce.11 A huge labour force 

expansion12 combined with “hyper-urbanization”13 meant that demand for labour was dwarfed by the 

number of economic migrants causing a massive labour surplus. These surplus workers formed the 

margins of the workforce, excluded from formal employment. Given a lack of comprehensive social 

security, these workers had no alternative but to create low-productivity jobs for themselves.14 

 

The core thesis of dualism is thus that there is an economic gulf between the formal and informal 

economy. There has been disagreement as to whether this is a dualism of production, industry, or type 
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of firm,15 yet all interpretations posit a fundamental separateness between the sectors driven by lack 

of opportunity in the formal sector.  

 

The distinction between business owners and employees in the informal sector is not important in the 

dualist tradition as formal labour market rigidities exclude both types of worker from the formal 

workforce. Therefore although within the informal sector there are undoubtedly pure capitalists 

(small business owners) as well as wage earners (employees), both are in effect queuing for formal 

jobs. This should mean that the primary concern of informal sector workers is formal employment 

creation. This could have the effect of harmonizing the preferences over taxation between formal pure 

capitalists and those in the informal sector. This would occur if it were perceived that growth was 

good for formal job creation, and specifically in the types of jobs that those previously informally 

employed would be eligible for i.e. labour intensive and relatively unskilled. In such a circumstance it 

would be rational for those in the informal sector to prefer the GMTR as maximum growth would 

mean maximum relevant employment creation. If on the other hand growth is driven by capital and 

skills intensive industries such as primary exports, then employment creation will be “productivity 

intense” rather than “employment intense” the former increasing the quality of jobs in the labour 

market, the latter increasing the number of jobs.16 This type of growth implies that employment 

creation would not enable those in the informal economy to transition to formality as they would not 

have the necessary skills. They would thus prefer a tax rate above the GMTR such that the government 

can invest in job creation. This investment could take the form of industrial policy that emphasizes 

manufactures, large state owned companies and a swollen bureaucracy. 

 

Of secondary concern to informal workers should be maintaining demand for informal goods such that 

whilst workers await entry into the formal economy, informality can provide an adequate safety net to 

ensure survival. In this regard the analysis of John Weeks as regards formal sector wages is important. 

He states that as formal sector wages rise it is probable that consumption patterns will change from a 

mix of formal and informal products, to a bundle containing exclusively formal products. Like inferior 

goods, demand for informal sector products falls as the incomes of the formal sector workers 

increases.17 This indicates that if there is a lag between the acceptance of the GMTR and the move 

toward full formal sector labour absorption then informal workers wishing to transition to formal 

employment will prefer a higher rate of taxation on capital (which includes the type of human capital 

utilized in the formal sector), in order to maintain demand for informal products. They have an 

interest in keeping the incomes of formal sector workers depressed such that they continue to demand 

informally produced goods. The same result holds if growth conversely produces productivity 

intensive growth, as increased productivity in the formal sector implies increased wages and thus 

reduced demand for informally produced goods.  

 

It should be noted that given the high incidence of poverty among the informal sector workers18, there 

will almost certainly be calls for redistribution financed by a tax on capital. However, strictly speaking 

these preferences are not derived from the determinants that feature in the AR model. As informal 

workers are excluded from benefitting from the productive investments made by the government 

rather than being derived from the labour and capital levels in factor endowments, these calls are 

based upon the distance between the incomes of the poor, and the average incomes of those who are 

capable of being taxed. As such these preferences should be analyzed using the Meltzer Richard 
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framework referenced above, and despite being important, such an analysis is outside the scope of this 

essay.   

 

From the point of view of formal sector workers and capitalists their preferences should behave in line 

with the predictions of the AR model, as they are unaffected by the presence of the informal sector 

under the dualist thesis. One interesting exception could be pure capitalists whose profits rely to some 

extent upon domestic demand. Murphy et al. demonstrate that as domestic demand for a product 

expands, the use of new increasing returns production technologies becomes profitable.19 The poor 

spend all their income on food and shelter and are thus unable to contribute for demand for 

manufactures20 and although not necessarily synonymous with poverty, incidence of poverty amongst 

informal sector workers is high21, particularly those employed as opposed to self-employed.22  This 

situation damages the profit making potential of certain capitalists i.e. those invested in mass-market 

manufactured goods. As a small subset of the total number of capitalists, they may prefer a tax rate 

higher than the GMTR in order to redistribute to the urban poor via, for example, the PRONASOL 

programme of conditional cash transfers in Mexico. By increasing incomes such transfers could 

increase potential market for, and hence the demand for their products such that profits are higher 

despite a tax rate that is not growth maximizing. Only a small handful of capitalists would benefit from 

such a tax and redistribute system. Those excluded from benefitting would include those reliant 

primarily on the export market, domestic producers of luxury goods, or major items of consumer 

durables which would remain out the reach of the poor despite cash transfers financed by a tax on 

capital.  

 

Structuralism 

Structuralists reject the notion that the two sectors are entirely independent maintaining that the two 

concepts form part of a unified system of capitalism.23 Early analysts saw the sector as the base of the 

supply pyramid24. It came to be thought that the dualist approach could not adequately account for the 

complex linkages and dependent relationships that exist between the informal and formal sector.25 It 

is argued that capitalist production is dependent upon those producers at the bottom of the capitalist 

pyramid. This is because the informal sector provides food and goods to formal sector employees at 

greatly reduced cost meaning that the formal wage bill can be held artificially low in order to maximize 

profits.26 Thus the informality is a subsidy to the formal sector as the consumption yield of formal 

wages is increased which lowers firms’ labour costs. Formal profits may be further improved by 

avoiding the costs of formal employment by subcontracting certain tasks to the informal economy27 as 

was clearly seen in the case of clothing assembly plants in Guatemala.28  

 

Maloney suggests that entrepreneurs evaluate the costs of being formal (primarily the tax on capital) 

and find that the rational response for micro-entrepreneurs is to be informal, at least until such time as 

the growth of the enterprise means that it becomes profitable to pay the costs of formality in order to 
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access the public goods the government provides.29 This is important because if by outsourcing and 

lowering the wage bill of the formal sector, the informal sector increases formal profits, then formal 

capitalists will have an interest in maintaining the availability of informal services. Therefore, if 

informality is partly determined by taxes on capital, then it follows that then the pure capitalist faces a 

tradeoff between maintaining profits (by maintaining the informal sector), and maximizing the 

aggregate level of growth in the economy. This assumes that the GMTR is different from the tax rate 

that maintains a profitable level of informality. The extent to which this trade off causes the capitalist 

to advocate a tax rate other than the GMTR will depend upon the strength of the dependence that 

exists between his capital investment and the informal sector. There will thus be heterogeneity of 

preferences amongst capitalists and this will follow through into the preferences of those whose factor 

endowment contains a mixture of capital and labor. 

 

Further heterogeneity of preferences amongst formal capitalists will come from whether their 

investments are in either relatively high capital and skills industries or in relatively more labour 

intensive industries. For example, if a labour intensive firm is highly dependent on cheap inputs from 

the informal sector, and the economy exhibits employment intense growth, then their subsidy from the 

informal sector will be challenged as reserve labour is absorbed into the formal economy thus raising 

the wage bill in the informal sector. Capitalists invested in such a firm may thus prefer a higher tax rate 

to prevent rising input costs, if the gains from doing so offset the losses from a lower level of aggregate 

growth. Capitalists invested in skills and capital intensive industries under conditions of productivity 

intense growth would prefer the GMTR, as the skills based productivity growth will not alter their 

ability to acquire cheap informal inputs as such growth is not conducive to labour supply absorption.   

 

If the informal and formal economies are part of the same capitalist continuum it is necessary to 

evaluate separately the preferences of those within the informal economy who are business owners 

(capitalists) from those who are employed (wage earners). However, it should be recalled that that 

both types of informal sector participant are excluded from participating in the benefits of the 

productivity enhancing investments made by the government due to their activities being outside the 

regulatory system.  

 

Within the extended AR model, for informal workers there could be conflicting pressures on tax 

preferences. On the one hand assuming they continue to be interested in gaining a position in the 

formal economy then job creation will be a priority. As above they will prefer the GMTR when growth 

is employment intense and a tax rate higher than the GMTR when growth is productivity intensive, 

such that investments can be made to create jobs. Any informal labour absorption pursuant to such 

investments could have the additional benefit of restricting labour supply in the informal sector thus 

increasing wages for those workers waiting to transition into the formal economy. On the other hand, 

if as Maloney suggests, lowering the costs of formality (tax on capital) could induce their employers to 

become formal businesses by changing the cost benefit ratio of formality, they could be included in the 

various social protections that are afforded formal sector workers. In most cases this would represent 

a major increase in living standards.  

 

The preferences of informal capitalists are extremely hard to discern. Structuralists stress the 

heterogeneity of the informal sector, noting that often informal sector workers, particularly business 

owners, often earn more than their formal sector counterparts.30 This means that it is not correct to 

view informal capitalists as queuing for formal jobs. However, their choice to operate informal 

businesses may be driven by the significant costs associated with being formal, such as social security 

costs, contacting costs and costs associated with imposition of minimum wages. Informality may be an 
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attractive choice for entrepreneurs with sparse capital who wish to avoid costs of formality 

compliance.31 Yet were these businesses to be formal they would be granted access to the productivity 

enhancing public goods provided by the government. Therefore informal capitalists should prefer a 

lower tax rate meaning it will be profitable for them to become formal earlier in the life of the business 

than might otherwise be the case. However, if formality is more broadly available, then some of the 

comparative advantage enjoyed by informal firms (relatively lower costs) will be enjoyed by all. This 

could lead to a reduction in the benefits for formal firms from outsourcing to the informal sector to 

save on compliance costs meaning a lessening demand for the informal capitalists’ products. 

Furthermore, a lower tax rate also puts more money into the hands of formal sector workers, and as 

noted above this could cause them to change their consumption behaviour such that they purchase 

fewer informal products which would hurt the informal capitalist. Additional considerations will arise 

when growth is employment intense for as informal employees are absorbed by the formal sector the 

informal capitalist’s wage bill will increase, and there may be a limit to how much of this he can pass 

on to consumers as the price of informal and formal products and services converge.  

 

Conclusion 

The AR framework for modeling preferences over tax rates based on labour and capital shares in 

factor endowments needs to be modified when evaluating tax policy in regions with a large informal 

economy such as Latin America. The sheer extent of the informal sector in that region makes it 

impossible to ignore when making policy not least because the median (eligible) voter is almost 

certainly an informal economy participant. However, modeling preferences with the additional 

assumption of a large informal economy is not a simple task as it is not clear exactly how the informal 

sector interacts with the formal economy, and the nature of this interaction is key for understanding 

individuals’ preferences over taxation. As shown, preferences vary if this interaction is closest to the 

dualist interpretation which stresses marginalization of informal sector workers, or the structuralist 

tradition which sees both sectors as part of a single capitalist continuum.  The extent of this preference 

variation along the lines suggested will depend upon the degree to which issues such as labour 

absorption, product demand and differing factor intensities of capital investments, are in reality taken 

into account by individuals when deciding upon ideal systems of taxation.  

 

It should be noted that as the incidence of poverty is often high in economies with large informal 

sectors, it may be that preferences derived from the extended AR model are swamped by calls by the 

poor majority for redistribution in order to redress the potentially huge differences between the 

income of the median voter and the average income. In other words the Metlzer Richard framework 

may be of more use when evaluating tax preferences in societies with high levels of poverty and an a 

large informal economy. Yet to the unknown extent to which the informal economy does affect 

preferences of those with different labour/capital levels in their factor endowments, this essay 

confirms the importance of the debate as to the exact nature of the interaction between the informal 

and formal sectors.  
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